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SED 2006 will be celebrating its 40th year at 
a new venue - Rockingham Performance Park in
Northamptonshire. Last year's event, the last at Fen
Farm, attracted a record number of visitors - almost
22,000.  This year, for the first time since the show
started in 1966, the event will be staged at a purpose-
built, all-weather showground. The organisers are
hoping that a record number of visitors will come
and see what it is all about.

and
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SED 2006 Show Details
When? 
Tuesday May 16th to
Thursday May 18th 
Show Hours 
Tuesday 9-6pm,
Wednesday 9-6pm and
Thursday 9-5.30pm
Where? 
Rockingham Performance
Park, Mitchell Road,
Corby, Northants 
NN17 5AF

syears

Once again, the Cranes & Access
Village will be a major feature of
the show, with the usual spread
of access equipment, cranes and
telescopic handlers.  This year’s
show is notable though for the
large number of tower crane
exhibitors. Seven companies will
be representing at least eight
manufacturers all of whom will
include a Self erector in their 
displays. With the show coming
so close on the heels of Intermat,
manufacturers are struggling 
to transfer the new product
launches to SED. It could, if 
successful be one of the best 
displays in many years.

For those who fancy their chances
as loader-crane operators why not put
your accuracy, speed and precision
to the test in the Hiab and Vertikal
Press Challenge and try and win
the daily £100 cash prize. 

NRC Plant is already a winner, picking
up the Cranes and Access Award
in the SED 2006 Awards for
Excellence with its new Hitachi
Sumitomo SCX800-2HD, 80t
hydraulic crawler crane. It has
already sold one unit and expects
to pick up at least one more at the
show. The following is a full listing
of the lifting and access exhibitors.

Access Industries

Multitel-Pagliero will exhibit its
recently launched MX200 for the first
time in the UK. This low-profile,
truck mounted platform which was
first shown at APEX in Maastricht
last year has proved to be 
extremely popular, thanks to its
two telescopic booms providing
nine metres of up and over 
outreach with zero tail swing.

Aerial Access 

The Aerial stand is bound to be a
hot spot, if only due to the recent
acquisition of UpRight’s powered
access range by its parent Tanfield.
Aside from the UpRight connection

Aerial has set its sights on a major
expansion in the UK market for
2006 and is planning new product
launches at SED. 

Since Tanfield took over, the company
has moved to a new manufacturing
facility, introduced modern cellular
manufacturing techniques and
increased output from 12 to 70
units a month. The Tanfield group
has major plans within the 
access industry.

Afix UK

The scaffold producer will be 
showing new, quick assembly stair
access towers with one metre, 
1.5 metre and two metre lift heights.
Different lift heights can be combined
in the same tower to offer 
greater flexibility. 

Allan Access 

Allan Access is making a return to
SED after an absence of several
years. The company will show 
several recently launched products

from Socage, including the Apache
DA20, a 20 metre dual riser
articulated truck mounted boom lift,
on a 3.5 tonne Nissan Cabstar: the
22 metre spider crawler Navaho
DA22  lift  and the Sioux TJ35 -
35 metre truck mounted lift on a
two-axle 18 tonne truck.

Arcomet

Arcomet, the new powerhouse in
the UK/Ireland tower crane market,
will exhibit through its Midland
Crane and Arcomet UK companies
in partnership with Potain.

Autogru PM

Autogru will show its PM articulated
loader cranes including a number of
models popular in the UK, such as
the new 22SP.

Bobcat

Bobcat has a number of 
telehandlers with maximum lifting
capacities of between 2.5 and 4.0
tonnes and lifting heights from

Aerial
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5.6m to 17.3m.The company has
spent the past six months or so,
enhancing its existing products, to
improve reliability and performance,
the fruits of the company’s labours
can be seen at the show.

Bravisol

Bravisol will show its electric self
propelled Bravi Leonardo aerial lift. 

Cattaneo - see Weaving

Caterpillar 

CAT is in the process of transferring
production of its B series telehandlers
to JLG. The first machines have
already come off the JLG line. Will
the show machine be one of these,
you will have to check its plate?

City Lifting

City Lifting has a diverse range 
of tower cranes for hire and sale 
in the UK. The company is the 
distributor for Comansa of Spain
and will be showing several 
units including a Linden Comansa
LC5010 flat top tower crane.
Operated by remote control, 
the unit is available with jib 
lengths from 20 to 50 metres, in
2.5 metres increments and is 
capable of lifting 1000kg at 50
metres. A Spierings mobile tower
crane from its fleet will demonstrate
its amazing set up sequence.

Comansa - see City Lifting

Cormagh

Ernest Doe, the UK importers for
Cormach and Maxi-Lift will be
showing a range of lorry loaders
rated from one tonne/metre to a
massive 180 tonne/metre capacity.

Crane Safe

Crane safe, the UK arm of SMIE,
the producer of anti-collision
devices for tower cranes and now
overhead cranes, will demonstrate
its innovative new 3D systems.

CTE, Effer, Bizzochi

CTE has secured two stands at this
year’s SED, this follows CTE’s
acquisition of the Effer group last
year, which includes Effer lorry
loaders and Bizzocchi truck 

mounted aerial work platforms.

The purchase of Effer/Bizzochi has
increased CTE’s annual turnover
from £60million to £120million. 
CTE will use SED 2006 to launch
Effer/Bizzocchi back into the UK
market. Among the displays will 
be an Effer Easy-Power 30 crane
mounted on a 3.5 tonne Nissan
Cabstar with 13ft dropside bed. 
The crane offers 7.8 metres outreach
at which point it can lift 265kgs.

The CTE truck mounted range will
be represented by the new 32
metre working height Z32, 
articulated truck mounted platform,
the first of which has been sold to
Nationwide Access. 

City Lifting

Bobcat T35120
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The 20 metre CTE Z20 will also be
on show, mounted on a Bremach
4x4 chassis for 'go-anywhere'
capability. With 9.5 metres working
outreach, CTE says that it is the
largest 4x4 lift of its type in the UK.

Dieci 

Dieci will show its broad telehandler
range along with the San Marco
tower cranes that it distributes in
the UK and Ireland.

Dunham Crane 

Dunham will be showing a range 
of Boscaro lifting accessories and
FB self-erecting tower cranes.
Boscaro’s self levelling crane forks
are rated to 3000kgs, will open 
to 1.6metres with a winding 
mechanism and can be hot 
dip galvanised. 

The FB tower crane range is new
to the UK. Dunham’s building 
division has used self erecting
tower cranes for many years and
hopes to spread the time saving
technology within the UK.

Energy Batteries

Under its new name Energy Batteries
(previously Squadron) is the Trojan
battery distributor for the UK.

Euro Towers 

Alloy Scaffold Towers 

Fassi 

Fassi is showing the F240B/260BXP,
the first in a new generation of
Fassi loader cranes, dubbed
‘Evolution’ and recently joined by
the F290A/310AXP and the
F330D/360DXP. The ‘Evolution’
range will grow to encompass all
Fassi cranes in the medium duty
sector (from 24 to 45 tonne/metre
capacity) during 2006. 

All Evolution cranes are lighter than

the models they replace and in the
case of the F290A/310AXP lifting
capacities have increased by 10
percent. All feature radio remote
control as standard equipment.  

FB - see Dunham Crane 

Gardner Denver

Gardner Denver, the group name for
the former Priestman and Syltone
companies, will be showing examples
of its van mounted lift range.

Genie 

Genie is introducing its new 13 metre
GTH-4013 fixed frame telehandler
along with two new rotating 
models, the GTH-4018R and 
GTH-4020R. The Terex/Genie 
telehandler range will now be 
marketed purely under the Genie
banner. The range now includes
thirteen models from the compact
6 metre GTH-2506 to the 21.8
metre 360 degree GTH-5022R.

Genie is also exhibiting its latest
articulating boom, the Z51/30J RT,
a stretched Genie Z45. Other 
models on display will include the
S85 straight telescopic boom, the
GS3390RT rough terrain scissor
equipped with the 7.30 m super
deck extension platform and 
oscillating axle, the TZ34/20 
trailer mount and the Runabout -
GR20 with the optional stock 
picking platform. 

Haki 

Haki will show the new Geda 
200z 110v Material Hoist and
Compact Stair.

Hiab 

Hiab will be displaying the latest
additions to its range of articulated
loader cranes and piggy-back truck
mounted forklifts from its Moffett

Genie
Telehandlers

See US at

SED
Stand No.601
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range. The company is also 
highlighting its new XS Drive
remote controller. 

Visitors to the stand should also
test their skills on the Hiab –
Vertikal Challenge. The competition
is co-hosted by the Vertikal Press,
publishers of Cranes & Access
magazine which will award a daily
prize of £100 in cash to the fastest,
most accurate remote control
loader crane operator.

Hinowa

Among the company’s display will
be one if its Tracked aerial lifts. The
big exhibit this week will be on the
APS stand at Access Daze in
Milton Keynes.

Holland Lift: - see Russon Access

IGUS producers of power tracks
for cranes and aerial lifts

IPAF 
The International Powered Access
Federation will be promoting its
operating training courses and
demonstrating safe work at height.
If you are not already a member
sign up.

IJ Access

IJ Access, the UK distributor 
for Lionlift tracked and vehicle
mounted platforms, will be 
launching the GS18-11. Available
with either Honda petrol or Hatz
diesel engines as well as an 110v
or 240v electric motor, the unit has
a working height of 18.2metres 
and working outreach of 11 metres.
Weighing 2800kg, it has a 
travelling width of 890mm.

JCB

A number of the company’s 
telehandlers will be on display 

JLG 

While JLG will show a selection 
of products from its aerial lift 

models, the main focus of SED 
will be on the company’s 
growing telehandler range.
Including the 4,000kg, 17 metre
model 4017, fitted with a roof 
truss boom attachment. 
The 13 metre 3513 will be 
displayed with the JLG ‘Smart
Basket’ CE approved platform
attachment. The Compact range
will be represented by the 266 
with a general purpose bucket, 
and the 307 in full agricultural
specification. 

The platforms on display will
include the 125 ft articulated
1250AJP ‘Ultra Boom’, the 51ft
510AJ and the 86ft straight 
boom 860SJ.

London Tower Crane Hire Ltd

London Tower Crane Hire & Sales
runs a fleet of 100 cranes, including
self erectors, telescoping, tracked,
saddle and large luffing jib towers.
The company is the UK distributor
for Saez tower cranes and will 
be showing the H32 self erector
(with 32 metre jib) and an S60B
flat-top that will lift 2,150kgs 
at 60 metres.

Manitou

Manitou UK will show its 
new mainstream MRT14 fixed
frame telehandler, the Twisco,
which now offers a 2,000kg lift
capacity and a number of other
products from its range. Manitou
aerial lifts will be displayed on 
the Russon Access stand.

Mantis Cranes 

The only producer of self erecting
tower cranes in Ireland or the 
UK, Mantis assembles cranes 
in Ireland.

Manitou Twisco

JLG 266

1 Altendiez Way, Latimer Park, 
Burton Latimer, Northants. NN15 5YT.

Tel: 01536 721010  Fax: 01536 721111  
email: sales@versalift.co.uk

www.versalift.co.uk

we’ve got it!

workingat height?workingat height?

van mounted 
access platforms

Street
lighting pack

Up to 23m Insulated
models

Telescopic
Boom models

Jackless
models

360º
continuous
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Merlo 

Merlo always puts on a good show at
SED, with a wide spread of telehandlers
and novel attachments. This year will be
the first chance to see the company’s
new Panoramic models launched at
SAIE in October and the mini skid
steer, telehandler on Cingo chassis.

NRC Plant Ltd

NRC is launching the Hitachi
Sumitomo SCX800-2HD, an 80
tonne hydraulic crawler crane,
shown two weeks ago at Intermat
in Paris. The first unit is sold to
BPH, with a second sale expected
during the show. Maximum main
boom is length is 54.5 metres.
Maximum boom and fly jib 
combination is 63.5 metres.  

Also on the NRC stand will be 
the eight tonne telescopic crawler
crane launched at last year’s SED.

Oktopus UK 

Oktopus supplies suction lifting devices
and vacuum lifting machines for
panels up 30 metres in length. The
GA-V/H is designed for telescopic
handlers and includes a platform for
the operator to use whilst installing
vertical or horizontal wall panels.

Also on display will be the
MC-285C Mini crane and the TC 28
trailer crane with its 28 metre
reach and 360 degree rotation. 

Pesci

Pesci cranes are exhibiting with dealer,
Crane Sales Limited. The company has
four new models for 2006 with 40,
43, 76 and 81 tonne/metres capacity.

Power Lift UK

Power Lift UK will be demonstrating
a new range of multi- terrain
access platforms. 

Promax Access

Promax Access, the Dino and Basket
distributor is launching a compact
tracked 19 metre lift, with simplified
set up and operating system.  

Also the compact 160XT Dino Lift
trailer mounted platform, which offers
an unrestricted 9.1 metres of outreach.
Extending up to 26m, the Dino Lift
range all weigh less than 3,500 kg. 

Russon Access

Russon Access will be exhibiting the
latest Holland Lift scissor lifts and
Manitou self propelled electric and
diesel booms. Both manufacturers
experienced record sales in 2005
and are looking to SED to continue
this upward trend.

Saez - see London City

SafeStand 

SafeStand’s modular access systems
are designed to be erected by
semi-skilled operatives, creating
access platforms of any length by
adding units until the required length
is reached and replaces traditional
bandstands

Scanlift Lifting Attachments 
Attachments - for cranes

Sky High

The Belgian producer of vehicle
mounted, self propelled and trailer
mounted boom lifts, will be exhibiting
with its brand new dealer……

SkyKing 

SkyKing, will launch its new 22
metre 228TJ, which offers 17

metres outreach. Also on show will
be the E198PX on a 3.5 tonne Nissan
Cabstar. The sigma configuration
on this 20 metre unit provides good
up and over reach with zero tail-
swing. SkyKing will also be displaying
the 37 metre Wumag WT370 which
offers 30 metres of outreach with 
a 700kg cage load capacity.

SMIE - see Crane Safe  

Socage - see Allen Access 

Squadron - see Energy batteries 

Steinweg

The Steinweg Böcker group produce
a range of material lifts, cranes and
the Alp lift one man aerial lifts, not
to mention trailer cranes.

Vanson cranes

Vanson Cranes celebrates 25 years of
exhibiting at SED 2006, the company
will show the MR39+3 from its
Raivan flat top saddle jib tower
crane range, together with the
smallest and largest models from
its VC self erecting crane line, the
VC15 single-phase builder’s crane
and the larger VC42. 

Versalift

Versalift unveils a new entry level
platform, the VRA35 mounted on
an Iveco Daily van, with up to 12.5
metres working height. Its reverse
articulation offers optimum outreach
for typical street lighting and highway
work with the advantage of a 
lower travel height than most 
competitive models. 

Another new product on display is
the 10.2 metre ET32NFXS, offering
a full 90 degree action fly boom
and one-person walk-in bucket on 
a Ford Ranger 4 x 4 chassis.

Oil & Steel

Oil & Steel will exhibit its four 
platform ranges: The Octopussy
Spider crawlers; Scorpion truck
mounted telescopics for 3.5 tonne
trucks with a maximum work
height of 23 metres; Snake,
articulated booms for 3.5 tonne
trucks and the larger Eagle, 
articulated truck mounted with a
maximum work height of 56 metres.

The Octopussy 1412 Twin and
1765 tracked platforms retain the
same compact dimensions as the
1465 but with the added benefit 
of a 200kg capacity.

Versalift will also be demonstrating
its new twin proportional joystick
option on an ET38NF platform. The
new control system also allows
operational features to be programmed
via computer rather than through
traditional interlock mechanisms. 

Vertikal.Net, Cranes&Access 

The Vertikal Press, publishers of
Cranes & Access magazine, Kran &
Bühne and Vertikal.net will be keeping
the lifting equipment public informed
of news and events at this year’s
show. Pick up your FREE copy of
the magazine from the Vertikal
Stand No822 in Avenue E. 

Cranes & Access magazine has the
largest circulation of any UK lifting
equipment magazine. Subscribe today
or read it on-line at www.vertikal.net

Weaving Machinery

Distributor of Cataneo self erecting
tower cranes, will be at SED for the
first time, the company offers the
cranes for sale or rental at very
attractive prices.

Whitney Engineering

Exhibiting crane attachments from
concrete buckets to personnel 
platforms to crane forks.

The Vanson VC42, will 
be one of many self erecting
tower cranes at the show.

Russon Access

Versalift Eurotel

Vertikal 
challenge

Pagliero

Merlo

SED c&a


